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Abstract

Installation of oating wind turbines is a challenging task. The time and costs are closely related to

the installation method chosen. This paper investigates the performance of an e�cient installation

concept { a catamaran wind turbine installation vessel. The vessel carries pre-assembled wind

turbine units including towers and rotor nacelle assemblies. Each unit is placed onto a pre-installed

o�shore support structure (in this paper a spar oater) during installation. The challenge is to

analyse the responses of the multibody system (catamaran-spar-wind turbine) under simultaneous

wind and wave loads. Time-domain simulations were conducted for the coupled catamaran-spar

system with mechanical coupling, passive mooring system for the spar, and dynamic positioning

control for the catamaran. We focus on the steady-state stage prior to the mating process between

one turbine unit and the spar, and discuss the e�ects of wind loads and wave conditions on motion

responses of the catamaran and the spar, relative motions at the mating point, gripper forces and

mooring forces. The relative motion at the mating point is less sensitive to the blade orientation,

but inuenced by the wave conditions. Under the investigated sea states, the present installation

method shows decent performance.
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1. Introduction

Renewable energy resources have attracted broad interests worldwide, because of the increasing

demand for energy and concerns about global warming. Among the various sources of renewable

energy, wind energy is among the most rapidly developing one, with energy production at an

annual growth rate of 25{30% [1]. At the end of 2016, Europe's cumulative installed o�shore wind

capacity reached 12631 megawatt (MW). 81 o�shore wind farms across 10 European countries had5

been constructed, with an average capacity rating of 4.8 MW per turbine and an average water

depth of 29.2 meters (m) [2].

Because of the high-quality wind resources and geographical limitations, several countries are

considering deep water o�shore areas for future development of wind power facilities. In deep water

of more than 150 m, oating foundations are more cost e�ective than bottom-�xed ones. Di�erent10

forms of oating foundations have been proposed. Spar, tension leg platform, and semi-submersible

types are most promising. Although the technologies are proven and have been applied to the oil

and gas industry, commercial deployment is still at an early stage because of costs. The Hywind

pilot park, the world's �rst oating wind farm, is expected to produce power in late 2017 [3].

Research of o�shore wind technologies has been gaining momentum since 2000s. With the15

development and maturity of the state-of-the-art numerical simulation tools [4, 5, 6], coupled

dynamic analysis of o�shore wind turbines (OWTs) becomes possible. Still, most of the related

literature is focused on design and analysis of OWTs in various operational or parked conditions

[7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In contrast, there is limited research work on installation of OWTs. Sarkar

et al. [12] presented the technical feasiblity of an installation concept using a oating vessel20

along with a oatable subsea structure for installing monopile-type OWTs. Guachamin-Acero et

al. [13] developed an installation concept for small crane vessels using the inverted pendulum

principle in which the pre-assembled rotor, nacelle and tower can be installed via rotation through

a rotating frame at the tower base. Ahn et al. [14] evaluated various methods of wind turbine

installation in the Korean west-south wind farm and analysed the instalaltion cost of OWTs.25

Paterso et al. [15] considered the installation modelling for UK o�shore wind Rounds 1 and 2 using

a probabilistic simulation tool and provided a quanti�cation of installation vessel performance to

support developers and project planners. Esteban et al. [16] reviewed the processes and methods

employed in the o�shore installation of the most relevant types of gravity-based structures in

o�shore wind facilities operating in Europe.30
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To reduce the cost of o�shore installations, one primary challenge is to increase the weather

window and to avoid unexpected delays. To achieve this, accurate assessment is desired of the

performance of the installation vessels and installation methods, and numerical methods and

models have been developed to estimate systems' dynamic responses during installation. Most

of the studies focused on static [17] or steady-state dynamic responses [18], whereas in a few35

studies, the nonstationary features of the installation process were also considered [19, 20]. Based

on numerical simulations and response-based criteria, methodologies for assessment of allowable

sea states for installing OWTs can be established. So far, these methodologies have been applied to

monopile foundation installation [21] and transition piece installation [22] of bottom-�xed OWTs.

Compared to bottom-�xed OWTs with monopile, gravity-based, or jacket foundations [23],40

oating wind turbines are born with even more challenges with regard to transportation, assembly,

and installation. Consider the installation of Hywind, which is a spar-type oating wind turbine.

In order to increase the operability, the upending and assembly was done at a well-sheltered

location. Then the unit was towed to the site and hooked up to the mooring system [24]. For

OWT installations, the tower, nacelle, and blades can be either pre-assembled and installed by a45

single lift [25], or separated and installed piece by piece in a split way [26, 27]. In the Hywind

installation challenge campaign [28], and among the proposed innovative installation concepts,

there is a tendency to favour novel installation vessels and facilities to reduce o�shore lifts and

operation time. A novel wind turbine installation concept has been recently proposed by the SFI

MOVE project [29, 30]. Fig. 1 gives an overview of the concept, which uses a catamaran installation50

vessel for installations of OWTs, and can be used for o�shore bottom-�xed or oating foundations.

The aim of this concept is to avoid extremely weather-sensitive high lifts from a oating vessel.

The concept is in its infancy, and to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept, numerical

simulations and model tests should be performed. Compared to single oating bodies, behaviour of

the coupled catamaran-spar system will be more complex, because of mechanical and hydrodynamic55

couplings between the oating bodies. It is necessary to identify the motion characteristics of the

system, under various environmental conditions. For a proper design of the mechanical grippers,

the coupling forces acting on them should be accurately estimated. Additionally, the relative

motions between the pre-assembled wind turbine and the spar foundation should be limited in

order to connect them.60

This study presents the numerical modelling and results of the catamaran-spar system with a
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focus on the dynamic behaviour of the concept during the stage when a wind turbine assembly

is being positioned above the spar top. First, the installation concept is briey introduced in

Section 2. Section 3 shows modelling details of the system. Based on time-domain simulations of

the coupled system under wind-wave conditions, we present in Section 4 the motion characteristics65

of the system, critical parameters to the mating, forces on the sliding grippers, and mooring line

forces of the spar. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. The catamaran installation vessel concept

2.1. General

The catamaran installation vessel is designed to carry a maximum of four pre-assembled wind70

turbines on board. Compared to existing installation methods that require multiple lifts of wind

turbine components o�shore, this concept minimises the number of o�shore lifts and installations,

and therefore the operational time. The reduced operational time implies a potential for cost

reduction. However, as gigantic MW-sized turbine assemblies are handled o�shore, a specialised

vessel with complex mechanisms must be properly designed. Fig. 2 presents the main components:75

a catamaran, a oating spar foundation, sliding grippers in the aft of the catamaran, and lifting

grippers on the deck. During installations, the sliding grippers connect the oating spar to the

catamaran and constrain their motions in the horizontal plane. The lifting grippers should be able

to hold a turbine assembly of more than 1000 Tonnes. Standard industrial heave compensation

systems with acceleration feedback or feedforward [31, 32] can be applied to the lifting grippers80

to minimise the impact forces that occur during the mating phase. The spar foundation has a

passive mooring system, whereas the catamaran is thruster assisted using a dynamic positioning

(DP) system. During installation, when the catamaran and the spar foundation are connected,

the waves will propagate parallel to the catamaran's heading in ideal situations.

Table 1 summarises properties of the catamaran and the spar. The hydrostatic stability of85

the catamaran was checked for various loading conditions [30], and the fully loaded condition was

considered in this work. Mass properties of the spar foundation were scaled from in-house data.

2.2. Installation procedure

Fig. 3 shows the proposed main steps for the complete installation of a wind turbine assembly

on a oating foundation, and selected steps are illustrated in Fig. 4. The installation process90
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Table 1: Selected properties of the studied catamaran-spar system

Parameter Symbol Value

Catamaran with four wind turbines

Length overall (m) LOA 144

Breath moulded (m) B 60

Spacing between mono-hulls at waterline (m) Lhull 38

Draft (m) Tc 8.0

Displacement mass (tonnes) �c 18502.9

Vertical centre of gravity (COG) above baseline (m) KGc 28.6

Transverse metacentric height (m) GMt 66.4

Body origin in global coordinate system (Xc,Yc,Zc) (64,0,0)

Body origin in global coordinate system (Xs,Ys,Zs) (0,0,0)

Spar foundation alone (before mating)

Diameter at top (m) Lbd1 9.5

Diameter at waterline (m) Mbd1 14

Draft (m) Ts1 70

Vertical position of centre of buoyancy (m) ZsCOB1 -35

Vertical position of COG (m) ZsCOG1 -51.8

Displacement mass (tonnes) �s1 11045

Vertical position of fairlead (m) Zf1 -15

Spar foundation with wind turbine assembly (after mating)

Diameter at top (m) Lbd2 9.5

Diameter at waterline (m) Mbd2 9.5

Draft (m) Ts2 80

Vertical position of centre of buoyancy (m) ZsCOB2 -41.5

Vertical position of COG (m) ZsCOG2 -50

Displacement mass (tonnes) �s2 12160

Vertical position of fairlead (m) Zf2 -25

Wind Turbine

Rated power (MW) RP 10

Rotor mass (tonnes) Mrotor 200

Nacelle mass (tonnes) Mnacelle 400

Tower mass (tonnes) Mtower 600
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initiates when the catamaran is connected to the oating foundation by sliding grippers. The

forecasted weather and the motion measurements are checked in step 2. If the conditions are

suitable, the lifting grippers are in action and grasp the tower of the turbine assembly in step 3.

The wind turbine assembly is lifted up into the air by the lifting grippers in step 4. In step 5, the

assembly is transferred to catamaran's aft by a rack-and-pinion system (not shown). In step 6,95

relative motions between the oating foundation and the tower bottom are measured by onboard

monitoring systems such as Motion Reference Units (MRUs) [33] or OCTOPUS system [34]. These

systems provide realtime motion measurements with high accuracy [35]. For a certain time interval,

if the relative motion is within allowable limits, the mating between the tower and the foundation

takes place (step 7). A cursor system is suggested to increase the tolerance of the mating process,100

see Fig. 5. The cursor system may consist of a yoke and four guiding beams. A detailed design is

beyond the scope of this paper. The mating process is deemed successful after the guiding pins on

the tower bottom enter the docking devices inside the oating foundation. Each turbine assembly

weighs around 1200 tonnes. When the wind turbine weight has been shifted to the spar, it will

increase the draft by approximately 10 m. Because of this change in draft, a provisional mooring105

system may be needed during the mating phase. To avoid this change, an active ballast system

may be employed for the spar. After a successful mating, bolting of the tower structure follows in

step 8. Finally, the catamaran releases the oating platform after a successful installation.

2.3. Positioning of a wind turbine assembly

As indicated by Fig. 2, the mating point is located approximately 20 m above the mean water110

level. At this point, there exist relative motions between the tower bottom and spar top. Large

horizontal motions may lead to unsuccessful mating, whereas large vertical motions may cause

impact forces during mating. The relative motions in the horizontal plane is emphasised in this

study.

The leftmost and middle sketches in Fig. 6 show two possible scenarios in the xy-plane. The

tower-bottom motions are closely correlated to the vessel motions, and the spar-top motions are

a�ected by wave loads, mooring system, and mechanical couplings. When the tower and the spar

are perfectly aligned along the z-axis, the mating process will be smooth. More often, the two

bodies are not always perfectly aligned. �, the relative motion radius, is de�ned as the distance

between the two centres. As � changes over time, it is a function of the relative motions. In practice,

if the range of � is within allowable limits, the �nal mating is likely to be successful under visual
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and manual assistances. The rightmost sketch in Fig. 6 illustrates the outcrossing process of �

relative to the circular safety boundary with a radius of Rsb. An outcrossing occurs when the tower

centre moves across the boundary, and the outcrossing rate is the frequency of outcrossings. The

lower the outcrossing rate, the higher success rate of mating. Herein, the critical outcrossing rate,

�cr, is de�ned as the allowable outcrossing rate for the speci�ed safety boundary. �cr is often chosen

based on engineering experiences, and should be combined with onboard motion measurements to

achieve reliable mating. In this paper, we assume that the phase for assembly positioning lasts a

maximum of 30 minutes, during which 10 outcrossings are allowable (�cr = 5:5 � 10�3 Hz). The

critical motion radius, �cr, corresponding to �cr can be derived from motion traces. The mating

process will follow, if the critical motion radius, �cr is su�ciently low, as expressed by Eq.(1):

�cr � Rsb (1)

3. System modelling115

3.1. Modelling challenges

There exist challenges to numerically model the entire installation process. The following three

points are identi�ed as the major challenges here:

� Structural dynamics. Because multiple bodies including the wind turbines, the catamaran

and the moored spar foundation are interconnected via mechanical couplings, the coupled120

system exhibits a number of eigen modes. It is important to model the mechanical couplings

and understand their e�ects on the dynamic characteristics of the system.

� Hydrodynamics. Hydrodynamic properties of two rigid bodies are involved in the catamaran-spar

system, and the hydrodynamic interaction must be considered during the hydrodynamic load

calculation. For the catamaran, the sloshing modes between the two monohulls should be125

captured. For the spar foundation, the second-order hydrodynamic e�ects may play a bigger

role in shallow waters. In addition, viscous e�ects on the catamaran and spar should be

considered in the modelling.

� Automatic control. For di�erent stages of the installation process, demands arise for automatic

control of various components of the system. For the phase when the relative motion is being130

monitored (step 6), the focus is on the dynamic positioning of the catamaran. For the mating
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phase of the wind turbine assembly (step 7), control of the lifting grippers compensating for

heave motion of the catamaran should be addressed as well. Moreover, it could be relevant

to design a control scheme for the active ballast system of the spar foundation to avoid a

sudden change in the draft after mating.135

3.2. Modelling methods and tools

The present system was modelled using the features available in SIMO [36]. SIMO is a

time-domain simulation program for simulating motions and station keeping of multibody systems.

The catamaran installation vessel and the spar foundation are modelled as two rigid bodies

connected by mechanical and hydrodynamic couplings between their interfaces. In this initial140

study, all wind turbine assemblies on board are considered to be rigidly connected to the catamaran.

Mooring system and thrusters were added to the spar and the catamaran, respectively. Additionally,

HydroD [37] and HAWC2 [5] were used to estimate hydrodynamic properties of the spar and

catamaran, and wind coe�cients of the wind turbines, respectively.

3.2.1. Hydrodynamic loads modelling145

The added mass and potential damping were calculated in the frequency domain, and then

applied in the time domain for the coupled motion analysis of two bodies through retardation

functions. Fig. 7 displays the panel models developed for the two-body hydrodynamic analysis.

Quadrilateral elements were used with an average size of 2 m. For the catamaran, large negative

added mass in sway and roll motions were observed close to the lowest natural frequency (0.16150

Hz) for antisymmetric sloshing modes between the two hulls [38]. The �rst- and second-order

hydrodynamics were calculated using the potential theory [39]. Fig. 8 shows the heave and pitch

response amplitude operators of the free oating bodies for two headings, and the resonant peaks

corresponding to the natural periods can be identi�ed: the heave natural periods of the catamaran

and the spar are close to 6.5 s and 17.5 s, and the pitch natural periods of the catamaran and the155

spar are close to 9.1 s and 30 s, respectively. Note that the pitch natural period of the spar will

change considerably when the two bodies are connected. The second-order loads in surge, sway,

and yaw were calculated based on Newman's approximation; only the di�erence-frequency part

was considered. The viscous forces on the catamaran hull are represented by linear roll damping

and quadratic yaw damping coe�cients.160

For the submerged part of the spar foundation, additional viscous forces should be accounted

for. The viscous force on each discrete strip can be expressed by the Morison-type drag formulation:
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fs =
1

2
�CDD( _xw � _�1)j _xw � _�1j (2)

where � is the density of sea water, and CD is the quadratic drag coe�cient. D is the diameter

of each strip, and _xw is the velocity of water particle at the strip center. _�1 denotes the velocity

of each strip. The drag coe�cient is dependent on KC number, Reynolds number, and surface

roughness [40]. In this work, the nominal viscous coe�cient of 0.9 was applied for the transversal

direction.165

3.2.2. Aerodynamic forces

In SIMO, the wind �eld is assumed to be propagating parallel to the horizontal plane, and

the varying part of the wind velocity in the mean direction is described by the ISO 19901-1 wind

spectrum expressed by Eqs. (3){(4), where S(f) is the spectral density at frequency f ; z is the

height above sea level; U0 is the 1-hour mean wind speed at the 10-m height; n=0.468 [36].

S(f) =
320 � (U0

10
)2 � ( z

10
)0:45

(1 + fm
n)5=(3n)

(3)

fm = 172 � f � (
z

10
)2=3 � (

U0

10
)�0:75 (4)

The wind speed variation along the height is described by the wind pro�le:

�u(z) = �ur(
z

zr
) (5)

where �u is the average velocity at height z; �ur is the average velocity at the reference height zr

above sea level, and  is the height coe�cient.  is set as 0.11 here.

The aerodynamic forces are calculated based on the instantaneous wind and body velocities.

For the jth degree of freedom, the force on a body is calculated by the following formula

qj = Cj(�)v
2
rel (6)

where Cj denotes the wind force coe�cient for the instantaneous relative direction, � is the relative

velocity direction in local coordinate system, and vrel is the relative wind speed seen by the body.170

In this study, only the aerodynamic forces from the parked wind turbines on deck were

considered. The wind coe�cients were calculated using HAWC2, a state-of-the-art aeroelastic

program. The steady aerodynamic lift and drag coe�cients were used to determine the wind loads
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on each blade section. In addition, the wind-induced drag on the towers was also considered. For

nonrotating turbines, the aerodynamic loading is similar, and the wake e�ects on the downwind175

turbines were not considerd. When the catamaran is fully loaded, four DTU 10 MW wind turbines

[41] are assumed to be standing still on the deck. Fig. 9 shows the two blade orientations

considered. Either orientation may be adopted during o�shore transport. The wind direction

increases anticlockwise. When the wind is in the x-direction, 0-deg blade pitch gives large drag-dominated

loads. The wind coe�cients are the forces and moments at the tower bottom for the unit180

wind speed. Figs. 10(a){11(b) present variations of the force and moment coe�cients with wind

direction. When the wind direction is parallel to the x-axis (0 or 180 deg), the catamaran may

experience less wind loads if the blade pitch are kept at 90 deg. However, when the wind direction

is more aligned with the y-axis (90 or 270 deg), a blade pitch of 0 deg may be preferable.

185

3.2.3. Mechanical couplings

The sliding grippers are mounted along an arc on the inside of the catamaran's aft. They are

designed to grasp the oating foundation and constrain the relative motions in the xy-plane. In

the z-direction, there will be sliding movement because of the passive roller at the end tip of each

gripper. In the original design of the sliding grippers, the grippers act at three discrete contact190

points between the spar and the catamaran, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In SIMO, the grippers are

numerically modelled as a continuous docking cone device surrounding the spar circumference;

see Fig. 12. A docking cone is a spring-damper system with a speci�ed relation between relative

radial o�set and radial restoring force. Modelling details of the docking cone can be also found in

[19, 42]. The docking cone properties will a�ect the natural periods of the coupled system [43].195

A representative docking cone based on the original sliding gripper design with high sti�ness was

adopted. As shown in Fig. 13, no pretension is applied, and the linear sti�ness constant is 1E5

kN/m when the relative displacement exceeds 0.01 m. In addition, a linear damping coe�cient

of 0.02 kNs/m was used. This small amount of damping was selected for the sake of improved

numerical stability, and will not a�ect vertical motions of the catamaran or the spar foundation.200

3.2.4. Positioning system

Fig. 14 shows the con�guration of the catenary mooring lines for the spar-type oating wind

turbine. Detailed properties of the mooring lines are listed in Table 2. The bridle formed by the
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Table 2: Selected properties of the mooring system under no environmental loads

Parameter Symbol Value

Total length of mooring line (m) Lmoor 680

Length of upper line (m) Lupper 50

Length of lower line (m) Llower 630

Diameter of upper chain (mm) Dupper 132

Diameter of lower chain (mm) Dlower 147

Unit submerged weight of upper chain (kN/m) Wupper 3.686

Unit submerged weight of lower chain (kN/m) Wlower 4.240

Product of elastic modulus and cross sectional area of upper chain (kN) EAupper 1.373E6

Product of elastic modulus and cross sectional area of lower chain (kN) EAlower 1.682E6

Breaking strength of upper chain (kN) Tb;upper 1.299E4

Breaking strength of lower chain (kN) Tb;lower 1.553E4

Pretension in the top segment (kN) T0 674

delta lines provides large yaw sti�ness. The mooring system was modelled by three catenary lines

without delta lines. Fig. 15 presents the restoring characterstics of the three mooring lines in two205

directions. As expected, when o�set increases, the restoring curve has steeper slope in the global

x-direction (in-line mooring lines) than in the global y-direction (in-between mooring lines). To

represent the large yaw sti�ness from the delta lines, equivalent hydrostatic sti�ness in yaw (2.9E5

kNm/rad) are exerted on the spar. The mooring line model in SIMO combines quasistatic analysis

and a simpli�ed method for dynamic tension [44]. This mooring line model is deemed adequate210

for the present analysis with a focus on motion responses, but may underestimate the tensions in

conditions with strong dynamics.

The DP of the catamaran is achieved by regulating four thrusters. The catamaran motion

follows the reference point, which is placed at the body origin of the spar. A Kalman �lter-based

controller is used for the DP system. In the Kalman �lter, the mathematical model of the vessel215

consists of a high frequency mode, a low frequency model, and a model for slowly varying forces

from waves and current. The input data to the Kalman �lter routines include reference coordinate

of the catamaran and the spar, body masses, quadratic drag coe�cients, and Kalman �lter gain

matrix. Vessel motions and environmental forces from wind, waves, and current are estimated. At
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each time step, measured forces and positions of the catamaran are used as inputs to the routine,220

and state variables in the estimator are updated. The thrust demand is computed as feedback

from the low frequency state variables and feedforward from measured wind forces and estimated

wave and current forces. Detailed descriptions of the Kalman �lter model can be found in [45].

Tuning of the controller gains was conducted following a standard procedure [36].

3.2.5. Equations of motion225

The coupled catamaran-spar system includes 12 degrees of freedom (DOFs) of rigid body

motions. The equations of motion in the time domain are as follows

(M +A(1))�x+D1 _x+D2f( _x) +Kx+

Z t

0

h(t� �) _x(�)d� = q(t;x; _x) (7)

whereM is the total mass matrix of the catamaran and the spar;

x is the rigid body motion vector with 12 DOFs;

A is the frequency-dependent added mass matrix;230

D1 is the linear damping matrix;

D2 is the quadratic damping matrix;

K is the coupled sti�ness matrix, which includes the hydrostatic sti�ness of the catamaran and

the spar, the sti�ness from mooring lines, and the mechanical coupling between the catamaran

and the spar;235

h is the coupled retardation function of the catamaran and the spar, calculated from the frequency-dependent

added mass or potential damping;

q is the external force vector that includes the 1st and 2nd order wave excitation forces on the

catamaran and the spar, the hydrodynamic viscous force on the two bodies, the wind forces and

the station-keeping forces on the catamaran.240

3.2.6. Eigen value analysis

To evaluate the eigen properties of the rigid body motions of the coupled system, eigen value

analysis was performed in the frequency domain, without the e�ect of DP. The eigen modes and

natural periods were obtained by solving Eq. (8):

[�!2(M + A) + C] �X = 0 (8)

where ! is the natural frequency, andM is the mass matrix of the catamaran and spar foundation.

A is the added mass matrix, and C is the total restoring sti�ness matrix, which is split into
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hydrostatic restoring, mooring restoring, and coupling between the catamaran and spar. X is the

eigenvector that represents rigid body motions, with 6 DOFs for the catamaran and 6 DOFs for245

the spar.

Table 3 summarises the natural periods and eigen modes of the catamaran and spar. The spar

exhibits two dominant modes in roll and pitch. The lower natural period is near one second (s),

which is due to high sti�ness of the docking cone, and the higher period is close to 40 s. The

natural periods of the catamaran in heave, roll, and pitch are below 10 s, which indicate small250

motions in short waves and larger motions when wave periods are close to the natural periods.

Except for the heave (mode No. 7) and yaw (mode No. 5) of the spar, the other eigen modes are

coupled.

Table 3: Natural periods and eigenvectors of rigid body motions of the coupled system

Body Mode Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Catamaran surge m -0.03 -0.38 -0.13 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 -0.29 0.32 0.16 1.00

Catamaran sway m 0.14 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.22 0.00 0.41 -0.23 -0.21 0.93 -0.20

Catamaran heave m 0.00 -0.03 -1.00 -0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Catamaran roll deg 0.07 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00

Catamaran pitch deg 0.01 0.17 0.46 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00

Catamaran yaw deg -0.55 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.12 0.00 1.00 0.11 0.05 -0.06 -0.12

Spar surge m 0.07 0.97 -0.13 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 -0.28 0.32 0.15 0.99

Spar sway m -0.97 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.08 0.00 -0.78 -0.36 -0.26 1.00 -0.06

Spar heave m 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Spar roll deg 1.00 -0.07 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.71 1.00 0.81 0.07 0.00

Spar pitch deg 0.07 1.00 -0.14 0.31 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.11 -0.79 1.00 -0.01 0.02

Spar yaw deg 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00

Natural period s 0.92 1.05 6.72 7.91 8.05 9.09 17.40 22.70 40.56 41.55 86.86 99.27

4. Simulation and results

4.1. Simulation setting255

The aim is to investigate the performance of this installation concept under wind and wave

conditions. The \Norway 5" site was selected as as a potential site for o�shore wind farm. This

site is situated in the North Sea and represents generic water depths of 100 m and 200 m [46].

The selected environmental conditions are listed in Table 4. Here, EC stands for environmental
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condition. Hs is the signi�cant wave height. Tp is the wave peak period. Uw refers to the 1-hour260

averaged wind speed reported for 10-m height. For the cases with wind, the selected wind speed

has high probability of occurrence for a given wave height, based on scatter diagrams of the site. �

is the wave heading, which is aligned with the x-axis for �=0 deg, see Fig. 14. Wind and waves are

collinear in all cases. � is the blade pitch angle. In the directional short-crested wave spectrum,

a constant n of 3 was used in the directional function, D(�) [47]. Irregular waves were generated265

using the JONSWAP spectrum with a peak enhancement factor  of 3.3 [47]. A water depth of 110

m was considered. For each combination of Hs, Tp, �, Uw, and � in Table 4, six 1800-s simulations

with random seeds were conducted, and the statistical results were based on an average of six

simulations.

Table 4: Environmental conditions in the study

EC Hs [m] Tp [s] � [deg] Uw [m/s] � [deg]

1 1.0 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 0, 30 0, 5.0 0, 90

2 1.5 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 0, 30 0, 7.0 0, 90

3 2.0 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 0, 30 0, 8.0 0, 90

4 2.5 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 0, 30 0, 10.0 0, 90

5 3.0 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 0, 30 0, 11.0 0, 90

4.2. Motion comparison270

The motion responses of the catamaran and spar all refer to the body coordinate systems, the

origins given by Table 1. Note that the spar's body origin coincides with the global origin in the

beginning of simulations.

4.2.1. Catamaran motion

The motion reference point of the catamaran lies on the water plane midship. Figs. 16 shows275

selected time series of the catamaran pitch and surge motions for a representative sea state (Hs=2.5

m, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg). Compared to the wave-only condition, the addition of wind loads from the

blade pitch=90 deg ampli�es the range of the surge motion. In contrast, the wind e�ect on the

pitch motion is limited; even the blade pitch=0 deg conditions with considerable wind drag induce

small di�erences.280

Figs. 17(a){17(d) display selected response spectra for EC 4 with Hs=2.5 m and Tp=12 s. The

surge, heave, and pitch motions are compared for �=0 deg, and the roll motion for �=30 deg. The
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surge motion is dominated by the resonant response at low frequency. As shown by Fig. 17(a),

although the wind loads for blade pitch=90 deg are limited, an increase in the surge resonant peak

is clearly observed. For blade pitch=0 deg, a more peaked surge resonance (spectral density=116285

m2s=rad) is found and not shown. Interestingly, the second pitch mode of the spar is observed,

because of the motion coupling of the oating bodies in surge. The heave, pitch, and roll motion

responses of the catamaran are dominated by the wave frequency, which is not a�ected by the

wind loads. In Fig. 17(c), a small pitch resonant peak can be found near !=0.86 rad/s. Addition

of the wind loads will create a moment on the catamaran, and the magnitude of this peak increases290

more for blade pitch=0 deg.

Figs. 18(a){18(d) show variation of the catamaran's surge and pitch standard deviations (STDs)

with Hs and Tp. In general, the surge STD is less sensitive to Tp than the pitch STD which has

greater values near Tp=12 s (Fig. 18(c)). This observation appears, because the surge motion is

governed by the low-frequency response, whereas the pitch motion dominated by the wave-frequency295

response. The wave-frequency response relates to the shape of the wave spectrum and the pitch

response amplitude operator, because STD is equal to the integrated area of a given response

spectrum. Although Tp=12 s is away from the pitch natural period of the catamaran (Tn5=7.91

s), the integrated area of the pitch spectrum still exceeds those at lower Tp. As clearly shown by

Figs. 18(b) and 18(d), an increase in Hs causes greater surge and pitch STD, which is reasonable.300

The motion response spectra in Fig. 17 can be used to elucidate the di�erences in STD. Take the

wave-only cases as the reference. For Hs=2.5 m and varying Tp, the cases with blade pitch=90

deg exceed the reference by 26% in the surge STD and 0.5% in the pitch STD, and the cases with

blade pitch=0 deg by more than 100% in the surge STD and 7% in the pitch STD on average. The

negligible di�erences in the pitch STD are due to the limited contribution of the pitch resonant305

peak to the spectrum (Fig. 17(c)).

4.2.2. Spar motion

The motion reference point of the spar foundation lies on the centreline of the platform and is at

mean water level. Figs. 19 shows representative time series of the spar pitch and surge motions.

Because the spar and the catamaran are connected by mechanical coupling, the surge responses310

of them are similar at the motion reference point, and the presence of wind force has an impact

on the spar surge motion as well. Unlike the catamaran, the spar pitch motion is more sensitive

to the wind e�ect. In the time series shown, the maximum spar pitch motion exceeds 4 deg when
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blade pitch=0 deg.

Because of tight coupling between the catamaran and the spar in the horizontal plane, the surge315

spectrum of the spar is similarly dominated by the low-frequency peak, as shown by Fig. 20(a).

Addition of wind loads will further amplify this peak. As mentioned above, the heave motion of

the spar is uncoupled, and the spectrum is dominated by the heave resonance (Fig. 20(b)). With

or without the presence of wind forces, the heave response spectrum remains the same. The surge

and pitch motions of the spar are coupled, and the second pitch mode (near 0.15 rad/s) of the spar320

can be found, in addition to the wave frequency. The pitch motion of the spar is dominated by the

second pitch mode, unlike that of the catamaran. When considerable wind loads are exerted on

the catamaran for blade pitch=0 deg, the increased surge motions cause greater pitch motions. In

contrast, the wave-frequency response is less signi�cant. As indicated by Fig. 20(d), the spectral

density of the roll motion has low magnitude in oblique waves at �=30 deg. The wave-frequency325

response is dominant in the spectrum, and the low-frequency peak because of the sway response

can be observed near 0.06 rad/s. This peak is slightly a�ected by the wind, but the e�ect on the

roll STD is limited.

Figs. 21(a){21(d) show the surge and pitch motion STD of the spar. For the surge STD, the

trend of variation with Hs or Tp is very similar to that of the catamaran, and the cases with more330

wind loads (blade pitch=0 deg) consistently experience greater STD. For the pitch STD, larger

values are also reported for higher Tp and Hs. It is worthy of note that, the pitch STD of the

spar is more sensitive to the wind loads than that of the catamaran. For the spar foundation, the

distance between its COG and the sliding grippers exceeds 50 m, and the uctuating horizontal

forces provided by the grippers lead to rotational moments about the COG. Thus, the increases335

in the surge STD of the spar due to wind loads directly a�ect the pitch STD of the spar. For

Hs=2.5 m and varying Tp, and compared to the reference cases with waves only, the cases with

blade pitch=90 deg exceed by 6% in the pitch STD, and the cases with blade pitch=0 deg exceed

by 51% on average. For both cases, appreciable di�erences in pitch STD are found at lower Tp.

When Tp increases to 12 s, the di�erence is only 0.1% for blade pitch=90 deg, and 6.5% for blade340

pitch=0 deg, see Fig. 21(c).

4.2.3. Relative motion at the mating point

As shown in Fig. 14, the mating point is atop the spar foundation, 20 m above the waterline. After

weight shift of the wind turbine assembly, this point will sink by 10 m. According to the principle
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of rigid body motion, the motions of the mating point in three directions can be calculated by

Eq. (9) in the case of small rotated motions:

ŝ = (s1 + zrs5 � yrs6)̂i+ (s2 � zrs4 + xrs6)ĵ + (s3 + yrs4 � xrs5)k̂ (9)

where s1 to s6 are the rigid body motions of the catamaran or the spar, and (xr; yr; zr) is the

position of the mating point relative to the body origin. The lifting grippers were not modelled,

so Eq. (9) was applied to both bodies.345

Fig. 22(a) shows the motion traces of the mating point in the xy-plane. As the catamaran and

spar are following the seas, the relative surge is governing and the maximum value can exceed 2

m in the case. The relative surge is a�ected by the pitch motion of the spar. As identi�ed in

Fig. 22(b), the �rst-order motions induced by waves contribute most to the relative surge STD,

and the second-order e�ect of the mean drift does not a�ect the relative motion responses. When350

wind loads are present, only the peak corresponding to the second pitch natural frequency of the

spar is ampli�ed, see the blue dash-dot line. Based on the time series of the relative motion in

two directions, the relative motion radius, �, is compared in Fig. 22(c) for a 600-s simulation.

The local maxima are dominated by the condition with blade pitch=0 deg. Fig. 22(d) shows the

relation between the outcrossing rate and the relative motion radius, de�ned in Section 2.3. The355

marked red points are the interpolated critical motion radius, �cr, based on �cr. The di�erence in

�cr between the two points is less than 5%.

Figs. 23(a){ 23(b) demonstrate sensitivity of the relative surge STD toHs, Tp, and wind conditions.

When Tp or Hs increases, so does the STD. The trend for Hs was observed in previous sections,

because of the correlation between the �rst-order motions and wave height. The trend for Tp360

is not similarly found in the surge STD of the catamaran (Fig. 18(a)) or the spar (Fig. 21(a)),

because these absolute surge STDs are governed by the low-frequency responses and are sensitive

to the wind conditions, as indicated by Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 20(a), whereas the relative surge STD

is governed by the wave-frequency responses and is less inuenced by the wind conditions; see

Fig. 22(b).365

Table 5 summarises �cr under two wave headings and various wind-wave conditions. Hs has a heavy

impact on �cr, which increases by an average of 40% for every 0.5-m increment in Hs. Because the

relative surge motion a�ects �cr more, an increase in the wave heading, �, causes a reduction of

approximately 10% in �cr. Still, the e�ect of wind is limited. For blade pitch=0 deg, the relative

increase in �cr remains within 6%, compared against the wave-only case. For blade pitch=90 deg,370
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Table 5: Estimation of the critical relative motion radius, �cr, of the mating point, Tp=12 s

EC Hs (m)
� = 0 deg � = 30 deg

wave-only wind-wave1 wind-wave2 wave-only wind-wave1 wind-wave2

1 1 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.49 0.49 0.49

2 1.5 0.84 0.83 0.85 0.76 0.76 0.78

3 2 1.15 1.17 1.20 1.05 1.06 1.09

4 2.5 1.51 1.56 1.62 1.38 1.39 1.45

5 3 1.93 1.98 2.09 1.74 1.74 1.85

1 blade pitch=90 deg

2 blade pitch=0 deg

the relative increase is negligible. Overall, the estimated critical relative motion radius is less than

2.1 m in all sea states considered. Rsb is dependent on the con�guration of the cursor system. If

Rsb is equivalent to 2.0 m, Eq.(1) is easily satis�ed for Hs below 2.5 m. Judging by this criteria, the

motion performance of this concept is satisfactory during positioning of a wind turbine assembly.

4.3. Forces on the sliding grippers375

Fig. 24 presents a short time history of the gripper forces under the wave-only cases. According to

the sensitivity study performed, the magnitude of the gripper force is related to both the docking

cone sti�ness and the external loading. In this case, a relatively high sti�ness of 1E5 kN/m is used,

and the two pitch or roll natural periods of the spar are away from the wave periods; see Table 3.

Even so, a high-frequency component (approximately 1 Hz) associated with the lower pitch or roll380

natural periods can be found in the force components. For the two wave headings and the two

force components considered, the x-component of the gripper force is dominant. Because of the

wave spreading, considerable y-component exists for 0-deg wave heading.

In the following, only the total force is discussed. As shown in Figs. 25(a){ 25(b), the trend of

variation of the gripper force STD relative to Hs and Tp is similar to that of the relative motion.385

For a docking cone with linear sti�ness, the gripper force STD is proportional to the relative

displacement at the gripper location. Among the three wind-wave conditions, there is limited

di�erence in the STD, which is driven by the �rst-order motions. The e�ect of wave heading is

shown in Figs. 25(c){ 25(d). On average, �=30 deg causes a 13% and 18% reduction in the force
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STD and maximum, respectively. The gripper force is provided by three hydraulic actuators [29],390

which must be designed to withstand this load range (400 tonnes each).

4.4. Mooring line tension

Amongst the three mooring lines, lines 2 and 3 experience greater loads than line 1, which is

intuitive given the mooring layout and wave headings (Fig. 14). The top tension in line 2 at �=0

deg is analysed here. Fig. 26 presents the dynamic part of the top tension in three conditions,395

from which both low- and high-frequency oscillations can be observed. When blade pitch=0 deg,

the amplitude of the low-frequency cycles is substantially increased. As shown in Fig. 27(a),

the low-frequency surge motion dominates the tension response, and the addition of wind loads

enhances this peak. Moreover, because of the heave motion of the spar foundation, a smaller

peak corresponding to the heave natural frequency can be observed, too. Fig. 27(b) shows the400

trend of variation of the tension STD with regard to Hs. A 40{60% increase in STD is found

when Hs rises by 0.5 m. Compared to the wave-only cases, the wave-wind cases can result in

a substantial increase greater than 100% when blade pitch=0 deg. Still, the di�erence in STD

becomes insigni�cant when the maximum tension is concerned (close to 1000 kN).

The mooring line design should take into account both the ultimate strength and fatigue lifetime405

[48]. Neither is driven by the load cases under operational sea states.

4.5. Section summary

Based on discussions in Sections 4.2{4.4, Table 6 provides general observations of the e�ect of

wave-wind parameters on selected response standard deviations. In the table, Uw represents the

e�ect of wind with blade pitch=0 deg. Vary the values of the environmental parameters listed in410

Table 4, and if the di�erences in the simulation results are close to or above 10%, the environmental

parameter is deemed important; otherwise not important. Among the environmental parameters,

Hs a�ects all investigated responses and can be regarded as the most important parameter. The

relative motion at the mating point in the horizontal plane is critical to the successful mating of

wind turbine assembly. It is sensitive to Hs, Tp, and �.415

5. Conclusions

This study considers an o�shore wind turbine installation concept using a catamaran installation

vessel. A numerical model was established involving a catamaran, a spar foundation, mechanical
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Table 6: E�ect of environmental parameters on selected response variables

Response Object Hs Tp � Uw

Surge motion
Catamaran I NI I I

Spar I NI I I

Pitch motion
Catamaran I I I NI

Spar I I I I

Heave motion
Catamaran I I I NI

Spar I I NI NI

Relative motion Mating point I I I NI

Force
Grippers I I I NI

Mooring line tension I NI I I

I: important

NI: not important

couplings, mooring lines, and dynamic positioning system. Time-domain simulations were conducted

with a focus on the phase when one turbine assembly is being positioned. The main conclusions420

are as follows:

� From eigen value analysis of the system, most of the mode shapes have a combination of

di�erent degrees of freedom. Two pitch and roll modes are present for the spar foundation,

because of the mechanical coupling between the bodies. The pitch mode with higher natural

period is dominant; it is present in the pitch and surge responses of the spar.425

� Two blade orientations with the blade pitch of 90 deg and 0 deg are selected. For the

low-frequency surge and the mooring line tension, the 0-deg blade pitch causes a substantial

increase in the standard deviation, whereas the 90-deg blade pitch causes a negligible increase.

The pitch motion of the spar is more sensitive to the blade orientation. Other motion

responses, as well as the gripper forces, are less a�ected by the blade orientation.430

� The relative motion between the wind turbine tower and the spar at the mating point is

key to the success of mating. The relative motion radius is used as the metric to evaluate

the present concept. This variable is governed by the �rst-order motions and is sensitive to
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the signi�cant wave height and spectral peak period, but insensitive to the wind condition.

Under the investigated sea states, the obtained critical motion radius is always below 2.1 m,435

during a period of 30 minutes.

� Two wave headings, and �ve levels of signi�cant wave height and spectral peak period are

considered. The relative motion radius, and the gripper forces have larger value at 0-deg wave

heading than 30-deg wave heading, because the relative surge motion is more important.

Greater responses are associated with larger wave heights and peak periods.440

6. Limitations and future work

The focus of this paper is on the positioning phase of wind turbine assembly. The lifting grippers

were not modelled, as they will not a�ect the relative motions in the horizontal plane. During the

mating phase of the tower bottom with the spar top, the lifting grippers will function to minimise

the impact load. The suggested cursor system is not modelled either. These modelling aspects445

will be pursued in future.
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Figure 1: Overview of the catamaran concept during installation of a oating wind turbine.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the main components involved during a mating operation of the present concept.
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4.  Lift up the turbine assembly

9. Catamaran disconnected to foundation

1.Catamaran connected to foundation

5. Slide the  turbine assembly to the aft along guides

6. Monitor the relative motion 

7. Mate  tower with foundation

    Successful?

8. Bolt the tower bottom

3. Grip the tower

Yes

2. Wait for allowable weather

No

Figure 3: Proposed installation owchart of the present concept
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Illustration of installation steps: (a) step 5, transferring the turbine assembly; (b) step 6, monitoring the
relative motion; (c) step 7, mating the tower bottom; (d) step 9, releasing the spar foundation.
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Figure 5: Schematic of the suggested cursor system for mating operation.
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Figure 6: Scenarios of the relative positions between spar top and tower bottom.
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Figure 7: Panel models applied in the hydrodynamic analysis.
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Figure 8: Selected response amplitude operators (RAOs) of the free-oating bodies (a) heave motion of the
catamaran (b) pitch motion of the catamaran; (c) heave motion of the spar foundation; (d) pitch motion of the
spar foundation. (� represents wave heading, refer to Fig. 14

)
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Figure 9: Illustration of the blade orientations and wind directions
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Figure 10: Wind force coe�cients of a single wind turbine: (a) blade pitch=90 deg; (b) blade pitch=0 deg.
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Figure 11: Wind moment coe�cients of a single wind turbine: (a) blade pitch=90 deg; (b) blade pitch=0 deg.
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Figure 12: Modelling of the sliding gripper device by a docking cone.
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Figure 13: Force-displacement relationship of the applied docking cone.
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Figure 14: Schematic layout of the mooring system for the oating spar foundation.
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aligned with the body coordinate system of the spar).
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Figure 16: Time history of the catamaran motion responses, Hs=2.5 m, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg, Seed 1 (surge motion
with the mean value removed).
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Figure 17: Motion response spectra of the catamaran, Hs=2.5 m, Tp=12 s: (a) surge motion, �=0 deg; (b) heave
motion, �=0 deg; (c) pitch motion, �=0 deg; (d) roll motion, �=30 deg (the spectra are obtained using the WAFO
toolbox [49]).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 18: Standard deviations of the catamaran motion responses, �=0 deg: (a)Hs=2.5 m, surge motion; (b)
Tp=12 s, surge motion; (c) Hs=2.5 m, pitch motion; (d) Tp=12 s, pitch motion.
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Figure 19: Time history of the spar motion responses, Hs=2.5 m, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg, Seed 1 (surge motion with
the mean value removed).
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Figure 20: Comparison of the motion response spectra of the spar foundation, Hs=2.5 m, Tp=12 s: (a) surge
motion, �=0 deg; (b) heave motion, �=0 deg; (c) pitch motion, �=0 deg; (d) roll motion, �=30 deg.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 21: Standard deviations of the spar motion responses: (a) Hs=2.5 m, surge motion; (b) Tp=12 s, surge
motion; (c) Hs=2.5 m, pitch motion; (d) Tp=12 s, pitch motion.
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Figure 22: Relative motions between catamaran and spar at the mating point, Hs=2.5 m, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg, Seed
1: (a) position of the mating point in the horizontal plane; (b) response spectrum of the relative surge motion; (c)

time history of the relative motion radius � =
p
x2 + y2; (d) variation of the outcrossing rate with relative motion

radius, the marked points corresponding to �cr=5:5 � 10�3 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 23: Standard deviations of the relative surge motion at the mating point, �=0 deg: (a) Tp=12 s; (b) Hs=2.5
m.
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Figure 24: Time history of the forces on the sliding grippers, Hs=2.5 m, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg, Seed 1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 25: Statistics of the total forces on the sliding grippers: (a) standard deviation, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg; (b)
standard deviation, Hs=2.5, �=0 deg; (c) standard deviation, Tp=12 s, wave-only; (d) maximum, Tp=12 s,
wave-only.
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Figure 26: Time history of the dynamic tension in mooring line 2, Hs=2.5 m, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg, Seed 1 (mean
tension close to 700 kN).
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Figure 27: Spectra and statistics of mooring line 2 force: (a) response spectrum of mooring line tension, Hs=2.5
m, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg; (b) standard deviation, Tp=12 s, �=0 deg.
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